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Dr. David Seaman exhibited in inter-
textual art show in Paris
January 27, 2015
Dr. David Seaman exhibited five inter-textual art works in the show, “L’INI, l’alchimie du signe,” held in the prestigious Vieux Colombier
Gallery in the City Hall of the St. Germain district of Paris. The opening was held on December 8, 2014. Two of his works are full-page
illustrations in the catalogue, INISME, (Sigraf: Pescara, Italy, 2014). A special issue of the journal Bérénice, which includes an article by
Seaman titled “An INI Primer for Anglophones” (Bérénice, N.S., 47 [Nov. 2014]: 97-102), accompanied the exhibition.
Posted in Faculty Highlights
Dr. Mike McGrath lectures at the
Royal Academy of History and Art in
San Quirce
January 27, 2015
Dr. Mike McGrath gave a lecture in Segovia, Spain on January 8, 2015 at the Royal Academy of History and Art of San Quirce, of which
he is a member, a rare honor for a non-Spaniard. Mike spoke to nearly 200 people about life in Segovia during the 18th and 19th
centuries. The principal source of his research was information contained in unedited documents from those centuries. Segovia’s





Dr. Marcela Ruiz-Funes published in
Journal of Linguistics and Language
Teaching
January 27, 2015
Congratulations to Dr. Marcela Ruiz-Funes, whose artiticle, “An exploration of task complexity in foreign language writing at
the intermediate level and measures of linguistic production,” recently appeared in the Journal of Linguistics and Language
Teaching 5.2 (2014): 181-206.
Posted in Faculty Highlights
Dr. Olga Amarie published in the
Cincinnati Romance Review
January 27, 2015
Dr. Olga Amarie’s article, “Georges Perec and Roman Opalka: From the Final Gaze to the Defeat of Death,” is now
appearing in the Cincinnati Romance Review 38 (Fall 2014) 20-38. Olga was able to interview the artist Roman Opalka in
2008, when he was still alive, and exchanged a few e-mails and phone calls about his paintings titled “Détails (1 – ∞).”
Congratulations, Dr. Amarie!
Posted in Faculty Highlights
Dr. Catherine Johnson recognized for
efforts to incorporate STEM
instruction into German language
learning
January 27, 2015
Dr. Catherine Johnson has been featured in the American Association of Teachers of German, Inc. Newsletter for her
participation in the groundbreaking efforts to incorporate STEM instruction into German language learning. Please see pages
20-21 of the newsletter linked below to see Dr. Johnson in action. Congratulations!
AATG Newsletter
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